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Singapore is perhaps the most beautiful island country in Southeast Asia. It is effortlessly blended
with modern splendor, enigmatic natural beauty and the historical charm that make this country one
of the most sought after tourist destination. Adding more to the beauty to this country are its friendly
ambiance, warm hospitality, excellent tourism arrangements and pleasant climatic conditions that
make the tour more enjoyable, memorable and gives pool of reasons to enjoy in forever.

Singapore is endowed with rainbow of tourist attractions and is equally significant from both tourism
and beauty that engage the tourist to enjoy vacation with an outstanding experience of lifetime.
Singapore tour offers lots of options to make the tour enjoyable and memorable by explore the
charm and splendor of some of the top tourist places that are truly unique and unmatched to other
tourist places of the world.

Some of the must visit attractions and sightseeing spots in Singapore are:

Jurong Bird Park

Jurong Bird Park is an important tourist attraction in Singapore, which holds approximately 9000-
10000 birds of 600 different species brought from across the globe. It is the main tourism places as
thousands of tourists and students on daily basis visit this park to see the various species of birds
and their various activities that are conducted by the experts inside the park for entertaining the
visitors.

Sentosa Island

One of the major tourist attractions included in almost all the itinerary of Singapore tour package,
this famous spots offer tourist to enjoy lots of fun-filled sports and activities in a delightful and
memorable way. Here tourist apart from Island tour, they can also enjoy tour to some of the
magnificent attractions that include Tiger Sky Tower, Butterfly Park, Insect Kingdom, Underwater
World, Dolphin Lagoon, Songs of the Sea, Sentosa 4D Magix, CineBlast, Fort Siloso, The Flying
Trapeze, etc. These are some of the tempting tourist places in Sentosa, which engage the tourist
and offer wonderful options to enjoy vacation in a incredible way.

Night Safari

Singapore is famous for its incredible charm and splendor and Night Safari is not less then a
wonder. It is one kind of attraction that allures great number of tourists and adventure seekers from
across the globe. The night safari give wonderful feeling as one can see the nocturnal animals
moving freely inside the park actively moving while some looking for the prey. 

Beside these Singapore tour packages also give wonderful opportunity for tourist to enjoy vacation
exploring to some other magnificent attraction that include Night safari, Colonial Singapore,
Singapore River, Singapore Zoo, Little India and Orchard Road. These places are amazingly gifted
by the host of tourist spots and destinations that are ideal for Singapore tours and vacations.

So plan your tour with one of the leading tour operator who offer tailor made as well as well
organised packages for tours in Singapore. Tour operator provides several packages as well as
guides you to explore some of the magnificent places of tourist interest in a delightful and
memorable way.
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Singapore tour package providing all types of facility for Singapore. Like a Singapore tour operator
and a Singapore Malaysia tours. For more information Visit to a
http://www.singaporetourpackage.com
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